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Ball print 5
In continuation of the two series Ball-print 4 »Nees - Lemvig - Nees, the 11th of June 2001”
and “Nees - Billund - Tistrup, the 9th of June 2001” made back in my old car, Renault 4,
made by driving in Jylland, DK, it was obvious trying out other means of transport.
When I got the invitation from Atelier Presse Papier in Trois- Rivières to make an exhibition in their gallery, it was natural to use the same concept, but with a means of transport,
that was easy to get and use in the middle of the city. I planned to do it with an ordinary
children sledge, because normally at this time on the year there would be a lot of snow on
the sidewalks. But there was no snow, and friendly people lent me a beautiful old go-cart
(Zephir 1952).
It was again a great pleasure and experience to work directly on “the street” to meet
people face to face, to be subject of conversation and questions - “a real practical
printer”.

The print got very different from the print made by the car, of course the suspension of the
go-cart was not as good as the one of the car, and the smallest bumpiness influenced on
the balls rolling. The ground in the city is very different and more rough than the country
roads, you have many different kind of road surfaces, kerbs, paving and couple stone,
cement flags on the side walks, and different covering in the crosswalks etc. Another different is that the go-cart-print are without the car-prints long soften curves, which comes
of the drivers necessary gear shift - it seems like the go-cart prints from the city is more
hacked and nervous.
I printed nearly 70 ball-print in the two days 4th and 5th of March, all showed together in my
exhibition in Presse Papiers gallery from the 8th to 31st of March, 2002.
Paper size 45 x 32 cm. the form (for notes and information’s) was printed on the paper,
with movable metal types before.
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